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Beggars...Outcasts...Homeless... Such were the forgotten, uneducated children in China where the

Spirit of God fell upon their humble orphanage, the Adullam Home. The boys spent days in powerful

meetings, praying and praising God. Under the anointing of the Holy Spirit, they prophesied, saw

visions, and discovered:  ? Angels...how they operate and protect us ? Unbelievers...and their fate ?

Heavenly Occupations...what our jobs will be ? Paradise...revealed through the eyes of children ?

The Throne of God...experiencing true worship ? Death...what happens when we die ?

Demons...and their evil works  "And your sons shall prophesy...and your young men shall see

visions." Acts 2:17
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I thought I was buying a book from another author, Heidi Baker. So when I received this book, I was

amazed! God totally put this book into my hands for a reason. This was the greatest mistake I have

ever made!This book opened my heart and spirit to the realities of the spiritual world, mainly Heaven

and Hell. The children whom God speaks to and "Brings" to Heaven are completely transformed

from street beggars and orphans to children wrapped in His loving arms and allowed to see what we

only can imagine or dream of! I highly recommend this to anyone who needs their heart warmed

back up to Jesus!

This book is taken from the writings of H. A. Baker, an American missionary to China. Prior to being



in China, he served in Tibet from 1911 to 1919. Here he records the experiences of young children

who were residents of the Adullam Rescue Mission in Yunnanfu, Yunnan Province, China.Before

describing what the children saw while under the influence of the Holy Spirit, the author establishes

the Scriptural basis for such visions. He cites numerous incidents from the Bible that the sort of

things the children saw "in the Spirit" were experienced by people in the Bible and that God is the

same yesterday, today, and forever.This book, as edited by Baker's associate, T. A. Lanes, is

encouraging in pointing to the reality of what Christians can expect when God calls them home. The

concluding chapter is solid in explaining that Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life and He is the

ONLY WAY to heaven.

If you want to get a good picture of what lies beyond our earthly realm this book has it. God poured

out his Spirit on simple street beggar children and they tell of the visions and experiences he gave

them. The book gives very detailed descriptions of Heaven and Hell; the Kingdom and God and the

devil's Kingdom. The book can be read over and over because it will change your perspective on

why we are alive today, and what's really going on behind the scenes.

I read this book years ago and it literaly changed my way of thinking about things. Beautiful children

are allowed to see the mysteries of Heaven and Hell. The accounts in this book will make the hair

stand up on your head, they are so vivid and meaningful. This book will encourage you as a believer

and should scare you if you are an unbeliever. Well worth the read.Excellent!

I am happy to see that this wonderful book has been reprinted. I read this book many years ago and

was so impressed with the detailed revelations of heaven and hell that I bought them by the case

and gave them away as handouts. I have since read it over and over many times myself...

My wife and I found this book to be very exciting as it depicts how orphan children in China where

provided with a home in an orphanage; how they were fed and clothes and taken care of. This - in

and of itself - is a dynamic testimony of how Jesus Christ brings victory into the lives of these

children. However, their experience of seeing visions and dreams of Heaven, of God, of Jesus and

of angels is one to be envied. We strongly encourage you to read this book. You will not be able to

put it down.Sincerely, Rev. Richard and Holly Lang

The information related in this book is timeless. I thought the authors did a pretty good job of



recording what the children saw, balancing the visions with just the right touch of description of the

children by the authors. Periodically, I reread this book. It is inspiring to get a pictorial idea of where

my deceased loved are and what awaits me in heaven. The book is balanced by also expressing

the reality of hell. Really good book.

H.A. Baker does a great job describing the events that occurred in the lives of these Chinese

orphans. Their experiences agree with the Holy Bible and are genuine. Definitely worth the buy!
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